Information on your destination Hapimag Müritz houseboats
Getting there
Car
Car Travel via the A19 (Berlin–Rostock) from all directions:
Take exit 18 Röbel/Müritz stay on the B198 for ca. 20 km in the direction of Neustrelitz. Don't take the first
left turn to Rechlin in Vietzen, but turn left 500 metres after the town at the new intersection in the direction
of Rechlin-Boek. Drive in the direction of Boek on the Ellerholz country road. After about 4.4 km, turn left at
the GSE factory into the intersecting street (Kuhnle/Hapimag / Hafendorf Müritz Claassee). After about 500
metres, turn right into the second street. Drive past the Kuhnle office building and then turn left in the
direction of the Capitain’s Inn. At the end of the street, park your car in the car park and check in at the
Kuhnle reception inside the Capitain’s Inn or during high season at the marina office.
Note: There are two permanent speeding cameras on the A19 motorway in the direction of Hafendorf Müritz.
The first is just after motorway exit 198 in Dambeck near the Shell petrol station (70 km/h zone). The second
is on the road through Vipperow (50 km/h zone).
Hire Car
There is a SIXT pick-up and drop-off location for hire cars in Hafendorf.
Rail
Take the Deutsche Bahn to Neustrelitz and the continue with a SIXT hire car or by taxi to Hafendorf. Or by
train to Waren and from there with the Müritz boat or by bus to Hafendorf Rechlin.
Airports
The closest airport is Rostock Lage. From there rent a SIXT hire car and drive straight to Hafendorf or take the
train to Neustrelitz and then take a taxi to Hafendorf.
The largest airport is Berlin-Tegel. From there, rent a SIXT hire car and drive straight to Hafendorf or take the
train from Berlin-Tegel to Neustrelitz or Waren (Müritz) and then take a taxi to Hafendorf.
Taxi
Neustrelitz
Taxi am Bahnhof (at the station)
Tel: +49 (3981) 2222
Waren (Müritz)
Taxi-Zentrale am Bahnhof (at the station)
Tel: +49 (3991) 167167
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Suggested route for your houseboat journey (round trip) with time estimates
From
Müritz
Hafendorf Müritz
Hafendorf Müritz
Hafendorf Müritz

To
Plau
Rheinsberg
Fürstenberg, Lychen
Neustrelitz

Distance (km)
86
89
128
170

Locks
0
8
14
18

Days
3
3
7
7

Hafendorf

Arrival outside reception opening hours
Please contact the houseboat home port by 5 pm if you arrive outside of reception opening hours. The
theoretical induction is mandatory for guests without any boating licence. It usually takes place around 3 pm.
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